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Style and usage labels used in the dictionary

ABBREVIATION a shortened form of a word
AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH

CANADIAN ENGLISH

FORMAL used in serious or official language
INFORMAL used in ordinary speech and writing and not suitable for formal situations
DISAPPROVING used to express dislike or disagreement with someone or something
APPROVING praising someone or something
MAINLY UK mainly used in British English, but sometimes in American English
OLD-FASHIONED not used in modern English – you might find these words in books, used by

older people, or used in order to be funny
TRADEMARK the official name of a product
UK British English
US American English
WRITTEN ABBREVIATION a shortened form of a word used in writing

List of subject labels

These labels show that a word is related to a particular area of business.

ACCOUNTING
BANKING
COMMERCE
COMMUNICATIONS
E-COMMERCE
ECONOMICS
ENVIRONMENT
FINANCE
GOVERNMENT
GRAPHS/CHARTS
HR
INSURANCE
INTERNET
LAW
MANAGEMENT
MARKETING
MEASURES
MEETINGS
MONEY
NATURAL RESOURCES
POLITICS
PRODUCTION
PROPERTY
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
STOCK MARKET
TAX
TRANSPORT
WORKPLACE
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Introduction

Welcome to the Cambridge Business English
Dictionary, an exciting new dictionary of 35,000
business-related words, phrases and meanings
designed to be used by business students and
anyone using or encountering English in their
work.

What is Business English?
When people first told Cambridge Dictionaries
that they wanted such a dictionary, the first
question we needed to answer was, what exactly
do we mean by Business English? When think-
ing about ‘business’, the first thing that comes to
many minds is the world of high finance, the
stock market, and buying and selling. Of course
these are all hugely important areas that are
thoroughly covered in this dictionary, but we
found that the idea of ‘business’ went much
further than that, from economic systems and
theories to the kind of equipment and technol-
ogy you might use in the office; from politics
and global economic forums to the internet and
the environment. It almost began to seem that
there were really very few areas of life that
‘business’ did not touch upon in one way or
another.

Selecting the words to be included in
the dictionary
We also needed to find out what business words
and phrases people wanted to know, and we had
three main sources for this. We first of all
analyzed what words and expressions were
most frequently looked up on internet search
engines and on Cambridge Dictionaries Online. As
expected, many of these were indeed business-
related, especially new words or those that had
recently become prominent. Secondly, we ana-
lyzed our own business corpus – a database
comprising 210million words from written busi-
ness sources as well as 9million words of spoken
business English from CANBEC (the Cambridge
and Nottingham Business English Corpus) col-
lected from recordings of spoken English in a
work and business environment. By carrying
out a comparison of frequency of words in these
corpora relative to frequency in the general
Cambridge English Corpus, we could identify
which words were most likely to be encountered
in business contexts. Lastly, we carried out an
old-fashioned ‘reading and marking’ pro-
gramme, closely reading business texts both in
print and online to pick up on those words that
were newest to the language.

New words
Business English is an area of English that is
fast-moving, reflecting as it does up-to-the-
minute concepts and events in the ever-chan-
ging world of business and the public sphere as
well as advances in technology and their
business applications. It does not seem too
long ago since the onset of the global financial
crisis in 2007/8, and we are now very used to the
many words either coined or popularized since
then: credit crunch, bad bank, toxic debt,
quantitative easing, austerity measures and
institutions that are too big to fail, to name but
a few (and its fallout may have led some to call
for Robin Hood taxes and a return to saltwater
economics, possibly in the hope of enhancing
our Gross National Happiness). The rise of
corporate social responsibility means that words
relating to wider society and the environment
have become important in business too, giving
us such words as barrier-free, green architec-
ture, grey water, and food security. And of
course the world of the internet, e-commerce,
social media and the blogosphere is still
evolving fast, giving us tweeting, social shop-
ping, crowdsourcing, hacktivists and cloud
computing.

Help with language
English has rapidly become the global language
of business and international communication,
and most of the English used in the world today
is not used by native speakers. This dictionary
gives extra help with understanding and produ-
cing clear, natural business English, whether
written or spoken. The definitions are written in
plain language, thus ensuring that you do not
also have to look up the definitions of the words
used in the definition! It gives 35,000 examples
from real business texts, clearly presented
information about grammar, and there is a
strong emphasis on collocation (words that
combine naturally with other words). Focus On
Vocabulary boxes give additional information
about near-synonyms and theme-related voca-
bulary, helping you make the right word choice
every time.

Help with practical skills in English
Extra help is also given with practical business
communication skills such as giving presenta-
tions, negotiating, stating your opinion, and
things to bear in mind when you are working
with people of different cultures and back-
grounds. There is also help with written business
communication and other writing skills you
might need for the workplace, for example
writing emails, letters and reports.
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Topic areas and additional
information
Because Business English is such a vast area
with so many very different aspects, we have
assigned most of the words in this dictionary
with a category label (see p. i for a list of all 27 of
these), ranging from ACCOUNTING to
MANAGEMENT and from MARKETING to
WORKPLACE, ensuring that you can be con-
fident that the specific meaning of a word that
you are looking up is the precise one you are
looking for, and giving you information about
what aspect of business unfamiliar words
belong to. In addition, there are 95 Topic
Boxes, giving extra information about particular
business topics as diverse as budgets, business
jargon, share options, internet security and
work-life balance.

Help with exams
This dictionary covers all the vocabulary needed
for BEC and BULATS exams and also any other
ESP exams that may require knowledge of more
specific areas such as financial or legal English,
for example ICFE and ILEC.

So whatever your Business English require-
ments, whether you are a student or an
employee; whether you are using English as a
second language or are a native speaker;
whether you need to know specialist vocabulary
or more general business-related words and
phrases, the Cambridge Business English
Dictionary will meet all your needs – and more.

Stella O’Shea
Cambridge 2011
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